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EVERYBODY TALKS ABOUT
changing the worlds energy production for our kids of tomorrow-we don’t: WE MAKE IT HAPPEN

 +44 20 8941 2187  I   Skype:  avisglobal   I    info@avisbank.com   I    www.avisbank.com    I    09539811

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

COUNTRY 
INTRODUTION 

Short Form 

ABSTRACT 
AVIS born 18 years ago in search of 
alternative energy has been grown into a 
unique high-tech industry facilitator and 
capital provider. AVIS Global transforms 
the today FIAT values and debts into 
technology its manufacturing industries 
and green lifestyle 
The AVIS Team 
QUANTUM Bank 
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THE MEXICO DEVELOPMENT 
 
AVIS delivers by erecting a host local project the futuristic waste conversion technology for the 3D printing 
manufacturing assembled in a large-scale industrial park with green city surrounding environment and; 
 
The latest QUANTUM bank systems for the finance and cash management to the host location country 
 
AVIS maintains at INDEVAL in Mexico under custodial the following cash deposits converted into CDs issued 
by HSBC Mexico in 2017 for the construction of AVIS Green Energy Industrial Parks with the following 
characteristics: 
 

Custody Sr. Roberto Gónzalez Barrera, Director 
S.D. INDEVAL INSTITUTO para el Deposito de Valores 
Paseo de la Reforma 255, Piso 3, Col. Cuauhtemoc 
D.P. 06500 Mexico, CDMX 

 
Certificates  ISIN: MX4042804066  Nr. 489 I  - USD $3,480,640,705.00  
of Deposit ISIN: MX4042804066  Nr. 502 S  - USD $4,731,460,985.00 

ISIN: MX4042804066  Nr. 505 J   - USD $3,654,796,142.05 
ISIN: MX4042804066  Nr. 513 C  - USD $4,059,622,285.28 
ISIN: MX4042804066  Nr. 522 Z  - USD $3,799,431,226.42  

 
The CDs issued in the name of AVIS Global Green Energy Fund Limited are paying 3,5% interest 
compounded yearly and will be paid off by HSBC Mexico at the 12th October 2027 at par value plus 
compounded interest. 
 
The CDs are supported by HSBC Bank shares F and B at the total value of USD47,857,487,029,341 and 
3.5% annually interest coupon payments plus the plus cash value of the shares from the markets calculated. 
 
We, the AVIS directors conform country franchise contract require the following processing: 
 
A Bank license for AVIS Bank with custodial and clearing accounts for connection the AVIS Bank server. 
 
A cash import license for above 100bln for project finance. 
 
The establishing of at least 5000 ha land connected to maritime cost and transport infrastructure in Mexico 
countries for the launch of a large-scale AVIS industrial park with green smart city infrastructure. 
 
The acquisition of a basic city tower at a logistic interesting location for the launch of the AVIS Project 
 
Respectfully  

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
   
 

 
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
Rosemarie Schell 4018  H.J. Koenig 4017  
Director / Controller    Senior Advisor  
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QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY -IT- BANK DEVISION 

AVIS GLOBAL APPLICATION 
FUNCTIONALITY  

AVIS SERVER 
PROCESSOR 

GATEWAY CONNECTOR 
AVAILALBLE 

Bank Cards for global 
functionalities without country 

restrictions required for the 
payments in the manufacturing 

industry, personal management, 
and family lifestyle  

NEXOR II Core Bank and 
Bank SWITCH maintain 

an automated ISO 
convertor with API & IP & 

https gateway 

Acceptor to Acquirer Card Transactions (caaa) 
Card Administration (caad) 
ATM Management (caam) 
Fee collection (cafc) 
Acquirer to Issuer Card Transactions (cain) 
Sale to POI Card Transactions (casp) 
POI Management (catm) 
ATM Card Transactions (catp) 

Providing 100BINs for white label 
card production to banks and 

industry 

ABA BINs & sponsored 
delivery by the American 
Banker Association and 

UKPay sponsoring 

For any connected industry and business to 
the AVIS gateway the AVIS SWITCH provides 
full automated the custom-made AVIS card 
program and the easy Bank management 
globally with no restrictions 

FIAT cash and SBLC transferring 
by creating and reading and 

automatic reacting at the core 
bank level on FIAT messages  

via IP 2 IP or API interbank 
direct server connection 

and providing AVIS clearing 
bank network 

Transforming messages into ISO 20022  
Authorities (auth) 
Cash Management (camt) 
Payments Clearing and Settlement (pacs) 
Payments Initiation (pain) 
Payments Remittance Advice (remt) 

FIAT cash direct-debiting by 
creating and reading and 

automatic reacting at the core 
bank level on FIAT messages 

API interbank direct server 
connection 

Transforming messages into ISO 20022  
Authorities (auth) 
Cash Management (camt) 
Payments Clearing and Settlement (pacs) 
Payments Initiation (pain) 

FIAT cash offline transferring via 
VISA, MasterCard and any other 

Card payments  

Server FIAT cash of any 
form including off-balance 
accepting as investment 

monies into industry 

ISO8583 transforming to ISO20022 by 
gateway connector to interesting bank. The 
AVIS POS and web software and 
configuration reads and accept all exiting card 
brands 

ABIQ license (AVIS Bank 
Intelligence) providing into the 

local financial- and business 
industry with VOSTRO account 

AVIS SecPay processor 
handled by NEXOR II core 

application creating for 
identified users 

Creates an unlimited VOSTRO account with 
connection and bridging facility for cash 
clearing globally and automated SWIFT bridge 
if required 

IBAN creation range for the 
FINTECH industry and host bank 

network 

Each ABIQ license creates 
a paid IBAN account range 

Creates a dedicated amount of IBAN account 
numbers for global institutions and industries. 
The IBANs are standard with same 
functionalities as the European SEPA quality 

AVIS Global Stock Exchange 
accept all local industries 

manufacturers and business 
subject green and high-tech 
oriented. Global unrestricted 

access to public trade   

A full automated exchange 
platform for user self-

registering of stocks, bonds 
and derivatives for trading 
automatic transformed into 

blockchain.  

The pioneer project application accepts all 
FIAT cash values for the conversion into the 
local business and manufacturing environment 
unlimited globally. Especially into green and 
high-tech oriented fields. All values are 
automated tokenised for instant trading. Direct 
Debit connector to all financial institutions 

AVIS Greens blockchain and hard 
metal payment medium 

In January 2023, 10 billion 
stablecoins has been 

issued and registered at the 
AVIS Exchange at the 
countervalue of Swiss 

Francs 

15 different types of Art-Coins are 3D printed 
in Gold and covered with programable 
transparent graphene for the global 
distribution 

Sovereign debt conversion Off-balance monies repay 
high volume of sovereign 

debts to the provider 

Each country taking advantage for clearing its 
sovereign debt must sponsor and register the 
AVIS Stock exchange and AVIS Greens (AGs) 

ATM and POS global distribution Global franchise distribution 
for AVS Bank in a Box 

Automated Bank in a box dispenser in-out for 
cash-currencies, AVIS Green’s and AVIS 
Credit-Debit Cards. High-tech POS for web 
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technologies via ATMs and 
POS technology 

and stores, capable for managing overall 
business and banking 

AVIS Marketplace transformed to a 
metaverse for green technologies, 

and high-tech financing 
prototyping, manufacturing, and 

marketing 

Brain manager of all 
functionalities. Bridge 
between population, 

inventors, technologies, 
prototyping and 
manufacturing 

The marketplace connects the population to 
the manufacturing and financial world. 
Connects the university research and 3D 
printing prototyping. AVIS joins IT Art-Forces 
for the transforming of the existing platform 
into a real-live metaverse system  

Artificial Intelligence Brain overall controlling and 
management 

The Ai with selves learning capability guides 
any user visually, verbally, and documented 
trough the MATRIX of functionalities 

TECHNOLOGY PROCESSING 
APPLICATION TECHNOLOGY STAUS TECHNOLOGY PROCESSING 

VORTEX and other technologies 
converting all garbage into nano 

powder for the 3D printing industry  

Ukrainian and other 
technologies are tested for 

milling all garbage into nano 
powder and separated in 

pure, clean elements 

In Murcia, Spain by 3D printing the VORTEX 
equipment’s is finetuned and prototyped for 
the large-scale production 

Alternative power generators 
based on reactor technologies and 

graphene 

HMD and other green 
energy technologies are 

prototyped for the overall 
de-centralized electric 

power use in all 
environments 

In Murcia, Spain by 3D printing the HMD 
reactors is finetuned and prototyped for the 
large-scale production 

Developing, planning and 
construction of large-scale 

industrial facilities for up to 20 
million metric tonnes yearly waste 
recycling to nano powder facilities   

Nano powder production 
center by absorbing all 

garbage 

120 facilities are contracted between 2005 
and 2023 globally. Each facility cost about 
EUR 500Million. With the technology park a 
green city infrastructure will be launched 

Industry Merger & Acquisitions of 
local industrial manufacturers and 

businesses 

130 corporations AVIS has 
assembled for the launch 

and construction until 2023 

Conform politic globally any industry and 
corporation will be merged or via the AVIS 
stock exchange supported or acquired in 
need for the project execution globally 

AVIS Shipping centres for waste 
milling and power production with 
HMD reactor technology on board  

10 units 3D printed 
prototyping 300-meter 
industrial nano-powder 

production ships are 
manufactured 

The Shipps are required for the instant local 
access to hot spots whereby an AVIS 
Industrial Park is construction for the 
accumulation and start of garbage handling 
during the construction development of the 
host local facility 

Green house technology for 
growing plants employed for the 

3D printed alternative meat 
manufacturing 

Each AVIS industrial park 
develops several large-

scale 3D printed 
greenhouses containing 

laboratories and university 
schooling centers 

The hermetic sealed greenhouses are growing 
plants for the converting and printing of 
alternative meat at large scale for at least 
100million kg yearly.  
At the local university connected to Hanyang 
university, Korea and to the other AVIS 
locations new systems will be constantly 
tested 

Graphene technologies Franchise partnering with 
universities and 

corporations 

In 2019 the AVIS team launched franchise 
corporations to produce graphene usable for 
garment industry, Chips and construction of 
complex large structures 

Space Industry for high-speed re-
search and travailing  

Each AVIS industrial park 
supports and develops 

high-tech alternative 
research containing 

laboratories and university 

The AVIS team has supported and assembled 
technologies for 18 years. These systems 
need to be refined and prototyped  
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centers for prototyping next 
generation technologies 

eCar Industry Franchise partnering with 
universities and 

manufacturing corporations 

For the prototyping and manufacturing of a 
new type of electric cars employ graphene 
composite and revers-tesla engines 

Aeronautic and travailing industries Franchise partnering with 
universities and 

manufacturing corporations 

For the prototyping and manufacturing of a 
new type of electric airplanes employ 
graphene composite and revers-tesla engines 

Healthcare Industry Franchise partnering with 
universities and 

manufacturing corporations 

For the manufacturing of the NoAge biodrux 
products and computer – nano technologies 
for searchers and healing 

General prototyping and University 
managing  

Franchise partnering with 
universities and 

manufacturing corporations 

Generally, via the stock exchange arriving 
endless technologies in need of further re-
search and prototyping. The university 
structure will support any futuristic systems 
until completion  
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GREEN ENERGY INDUSTRIAL 
PARKS DEVELOPMENT 

Ladies and Gentlemen  
The infrastructure Fund AVIS 
Capital, a subsidiary of AVIS Global 
Energy, is prepared to make a direct 
investment in your country and in 
your financial infrastructure by 
implementing one or more 
Innovative Green Energy Industrial 
Parks for providing the following 
overall solution: 
Converting Industrial Municipal and 

toxic waste up to 20Million metric 
tons to 3D printing  

Nano powder from any kind of 
municipal, industrial and toxic 

waste like plastics, paper 
agriculture forest residues products 
and Industrial residues, tires or old 

cars and construction demolition 
waste 

 
Please visit our marketplace:  
https://avis.global/construction 
https://avisbank.com 
https://avis.global/press/ 
 
100% of rubbish will be milled by VORTEX into  
                         nano powder 
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3D printing economic construction by 
using city wastes, industrial waste, and 
any kind of demolition material in 
generally 

 
 
 
 
 

State of the art 3D  
kinetic fusion printing 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Organic food production 
Modern glass greenhouses 

producing first class organic bio 
products about 50 million kg/ year 

free of pesticides, herbicides  
and hormones  

https://avis.global/alternativemeat 
 

Organic aquaculture parks at 
1000 MT/y per unit, high see 

fish free of antibiotics 
 
 
 
 
 

Up to 20GW-electric power 
by HMD Ring reactor based on  

heavy water, and 
alternative NucTron reactor  
https://avis.global/e-power 
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AVIS QUANTUM Bank provides  
new state of the art Banking for the 

population and industry 
Its core activity is the independent 

QUANTUM Banking system with AVIS Arts-
Of-Cards for the construction development 

and the population  
The AVIS Bank system will handle the 

construction capital management, easy 
clients on-boarding, micro credits   salaries 
payments, and international trade handling  

https://avis.global/bank 
 

AVIS Exchange is the 
Pioneer for 

access to the world 
capital markets 

The exchange converts 
bonds and corporate 

shares into tokens 
Almost every value can be 

Tokenized, sold & 
traded at the  

AVIS Exchange 
Means every corporation in 

need of liquidity will be 
able to convert his 

corporate structure into a 
public traded vehicle 

 
 

https://avis.exchange 
 
 

 
 

Municipal, industrial, and 
toxic waste are the input raw 

material for a green 
Industrial Park 

 
and  

 
 

The AVIS Project will provide relief to the current economic in the following aspects 
➢Thousands of new direct and indirect jobs 
➢Introduction of new technologies 
➢Employ and nurture the professional growth of thousands of young scientists 
➢Alleviate city’s waste problems 
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➢Increase the export of fresh organic products and support the local food requirements 
➢Protect the environment of the Municipality and eliminate all landfills 
➢AVIS reinvest directly 15% of the yearly profit in local humanitarian installations by 

providing microcredits for the creation of jobs. 
➢AVIS provides new industrial products by Nano Powder for the 3D printing Industry locally 

and worldwide created from Municipal and Industrial Waste (MSW) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In order to launch the operation, please consider providing the following: 
 
1. Letter of interest addressed to AVIS Global Energy to support the application. 
The AVIS Group entered in the acquisition of Polgari Bank as a new “host Franchise partner” and to 
receive permits and the required land infrastructure for start the implementation procedure of the 
project. 
 
The bank will be refurbished into a green bank for supporting the country franchise project. The 
sellers of the bank must launch a new transaction account for AVIS Capital and further manage the 
financial requirement for the plant development.  
 
In non-circumstance any credit facility will be required. 
 
The AVIS Engineering Teams are available to start the project development, investigate and select 
the various land locations areas, fitting for the development. Ones the above conditions are fulfilled 
AVIS Global Energy Ltd. will start immediately the project execution with the international AVIS 
construction division. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
  
 
 
 
Rosemarie Schell 4018 H.J. Koenig 4017  
Director / Controller   Senior Advisor  


